From Brownsville, Texas
August 6, 2003
The terror campaign continues in full swing. The most recent events include the following: T
visits Matamoros, Mexico and enters a commercial internet access business; shortly thereafter
the fbi sends a drunken Mexican male (of the size and conduct reminiscent of M1- as described
in many of these updates). The drunken md attempts to provoke T into a fight, but becomes the
object of attention when T's associate and amiga engages him in light conversation in a most
charming manner. The little one then slivers off to his bar across the street where the Handler's
assistant awaits with more instructions. About an hour later, as T tries to leave, the drunken
one returns a second time to attempt to provoke T into a fight; this time the fool attempts to
block T's entrance into T's vehicle. T avoids violence and the little one again crawls back into
his retreat.
Home invasions, psyops, psychotronics, complete electronic and physical surveillance also
continue. Poisonings continue with greater intensity and with more severe consequences because
the fbi now engages doctors to inject directly into T's blood the harmful drugs. T receives
treatment from a doctor and a dentist as reflected in the medical summaries shown below.
Subsequent to the treatment T notices severe symptoms (similar to those previously reported);
also, the fbi sends T the usual notice that T was just poisoned shortly after the visits to the
doctors. Then, on July 30, 2003, the fbi enters T's residence, reviews the contents of T's present
rough draft update to this site and places into the trash the two documents shown below. The
fbi also destroys the curtains in the kitchen as a reminder to T that his efforts to document the
poisonings are unacceptable. Conditioned response techniques continue to be employed against
T even though to date the techniques fail to control T.
The following medical documents were provided to T by the doctors. The statements in this
update represent the opinion of Geral W. Sosbee and are not accusations against any person.
However, any doctor, dentist, or other health care provider, who injects T with a
poison/drug/medication at the direction of the fbi/law enforcement, or court order is in my
opinion a criminal and a coward; such doctor or lay person is also a mental punk and a md for
selling out his/her own powers of reasoning and good sense in return for the favors/good graces
of the perpetrators of offenses reported in this website over the past several years ( presently, T
notes that the fbi campaign to imprison, drive insane, or kill him is now in the sixth year,
around the clock and around the world). The actions of theses doctors are the more
reprehensible because they enjoy a position of doctor-patient trust in a monopolistic profession
which is now become in many instances an instrument of tyranny and oppression. The doctors
and others are therefore partly responsible for the possible breakdown and death of the
individuals targeted for termination. These health care providers are (like their mental dwarf
handlers) the lowest form of human intellect for prostituting their skills and licenses to the
terrorists in the United States government. For this, the doctors cannot be forgiven. They have
ruined their profession and caused great suffering and no doubt many suicides, even while their
fbi commanders look on in real time.
The medical documents are reproduced below:
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Special Note:
In 1999-2000, T visits the office of another dentist as shown in the records below; following
the visit T discovers the possible implantation of a tracking device as evidenced in this
website. The records from the dentist are as follows: (click here to see evidence of the
tracking device that Stefan Zweig placed or allowed to be placed in Sosbee).
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Special Notation: T notices that he fell asleep during a recent dental treatment and that the
tracking device implant may have been removed or otherwise manipulated/replaced. In any event
the irregularities of some procedures in the dental chair (such as possible poisonings, etc.) suggest
that the fbi and the cia have total control over doctors whenever needed. Dr. Castillo permitted
the fbi to do whatever the fbi pleased during the visit in which Castillo induced sleep in patient
Sosbee as directed by the fbi. Then, presumably Castillo left the room until the fbi operative
dentist was finished. Sosbee is certain (IMO) that during the visit to Castillo's office, the dentist
(Castillo) induced sleep and allowed the fbi operative-dentist to perfom a variety of invasions of
Sosbee's person. Click here for evidence of this.
August 30. 2003
From Matamoros, Mexico
The mental dwarfs of the fbi continue their desperate antics in efforts to silence, arrest, drive
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insane, or kill T. Increased psychotronic assaults both n Brownsville, Texas and in Matamoros,
Mexico, continue as T seeks temporary refuge in Mexico in efforts to find a place to sleep free
from the assaults. The fbi transmits the ELF (or similar electronic weaponry) into the Matamoros
dwelling where the hostess is also prevented from sleeping. The psychotronic assaults continue all
through the night and into the next day. The thugs also begin the destruction of Amiga´s car each
time that T rides in same. Also, the mental punks use other psyops maneuvers to dissuade amiga
from association with T. The little ones continue the usual cover research activities, including
messagings, threats, theft of personal property, etc. T is in good spirits and is as always privileged
to present this update.
Geral Sosbee
On the evening of the August 30 -31, 2003, update and in apparent response to the same update
the cowardly hooligans of the fbi boldly unlock the pad lock on the gate of amiga's casa.
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